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A search for W ′ bosons in events with one lepton (electron or muon) and missing trans-
verse momentum is presented. The search uses 3.2 fb−1 of pp collision data collected at√
s = 13 TeV by the ATLAS experiment at the LHC in 2015. The transverse mass distribu-
tion is examined and no significant excess of events above the level expected from Standard
Model processes is observed. Upper limits on the W ′ boson cross-section times branching
ratio to leptons are set as a function of the W ′ mass. Assuming a W ′ boson as predicted by the
Sequential Standard Model, W ′ masses below 4.07 TeV are excluded at the 95% confidence
level. This extends the limit set using LHC data at
√
s = 8 TeV by around 800 GeV.
c© 2016 CERN for the benefit of the ATLAS Collaboration.
Reproduction of this article or parts of it is allowed as specified in the CC-BY-4.0 license.
1 Introduction
Many models of physics beyond the Standard Model (SM) predict the existence of new spin-1 gauge
bosons that could be discovered at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC). While the details of the models
vary, conceptually these particles are heavier versions of the SM W and Z bosons and are generically
called W ′ and Z′ bosons.
In this letter, a search for a W ′ boson is presented using 3.2 fb−1 of pp collision data collected with the
ATLAS detector in 2015 at a centre-of-mass energy of 13 TeV. The results are interpreted in the context
of the benchmark Sequential Standard Model (SSM), i.e. the extended gauge model described in Ref. [1],
in which the couplings of the W ′SSM to fermions are assumed to be identical to those of the SM W boson.
The decay of the SSM W ′ to SM bosons is not allowed and interference between the SSM W ′ and the
SM W boson is neglected. The search is conducted in the W ′ → ℓν channel, where ℓ is an electron or
a muon. The signature is a charged lepton with high transverse momentum (pT) and substantial missing
transverse momentum (EmissT ) due to the undetected neutrino. The discriminant to distinguish signal and
background is the transverse mass
mT =
√
2pTEmissT (1 − cos φℓν), (1)
where φℓν is the angle between the lepton and EmissT in the transverse plane.
1 The dominant background
for the W ′ → ℓν search is the high-mT tail of the charged-current Drell–Yan (q ¯q′ → W → ℓν) process.
Previous searches for W ′SSM bosons in the W
′ → eν and W ′ → µν channels were carried out by both
the ATLAS and CMS collaborations using the Run-1 data. The previous ATLAS analysis is based on
data corresponding to an integrated luminosity of 20.3 fb−1 taken at a centre-of-mass energy of
√
s =
8 TeV and sets a 95% confidence level (CL) lower limit on the W ′SSM mass of 3.24 TeV [2]. The CMS
Collaboration published a search using 19.7 fb−1 of
√
s = 8 TeV data from 2012 which excludes W ′SSM
masses below 3.28 TeV at 95% CL [3].
2 ATLAS detector
The ATLAS experiment [4] at the LHC is a multi-purpose particle detector with a forward-backward
symmetric cylindrical geometry and a near 4π coverage in solid angle. It consists of an inner tracking
detector (ID) surrounded by a thin superconducting solenoid providing a 2 T axial magnetic field, elec-
tromagnetic (EM) and hadronic calorimeters, and a muon spectrometer (MS). The inner tracking detector
covers the pseudorapidity range |η| < 2.5. It consists of a silicon pixel detector including the newly in-
stalled insertable B-layer [5, 6], followed by silicon microstrip, and transition radiation tracking detectors.
Lead/liquid-argon (LAr) sampling calorimeters provide EM energy measurements with high granularity.
A hadronic (steel/scintillator-tile) calorimeter covers the central pseudorapidity range (|η| < 1.7). The
endcap and forward regions are instrumented with LAr calorimeters for both the EM and hadronic en-
ergy measurements up to |η| = 4.9. The muon spectrometer surrounds the calorimeters and is based on
1 ATLAS uses a right-handed coordinate system with its origin at the nominal interaction point (IP) in the centre of the detector
and the z-axis along the beam pipe. The x-axis points from the IP to the centre of the LHC ring, and the y-axis points
upward. Cylindrical coordinates (r, φ) are used in the transverse plane, φ being the azimuthal angle around the beam pipe.
The pseudorapidity is defined in terms of the polar angle θ as η = − ln tan(θ/2).
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three large air-core toroid superconducting magnets with eight coils each. The field integral of the tor-
oids ranges between 2.0 and 6.0 Tm for most of the detector. It includes a system of precision tracking
chambers, over |η| < 2.7, and fast detectors for triggering, over |η| < 2.4. A two-level trigger system is
used to select events. The first-level trigger is implemented in hardware and uses a subset of the detector
information. This is followed by a software-based trigger system that reduces the accepted event rate to
about 1 kHz.
3 Background and signal simulation
Monte Carlo (MC) simulation samples are used to model the expected signal and background processes,
with the exception of data-driven background estimates for events in which one final-state jet or photon
satisfies the electron or muon selection criteria.
The main background is due to the charged-current Drell–Yan (DY) process, generated at next-to-leading
order (NLO) in QCD using Powheg-Box v2 [7] and the CT10 parton distribution functions (PDF) [8],
with Pythia 8.186 [9] to model parton showering and hadronisation. The same setup is used for the
neutral-current DY (qq¯ → Z/γ∗ → ℓℓ) process. In both cases, samples for all three lepton flavours are
generated, and the final-state photon radiation (QED FSR) is handled by Photos [10]. The DY samples are
normalised as a function of mass to a next-to-next-to-leading order (NNLO) perturbative QCD (pQCD)
calculation using VRAP [11] and the CT14NNLO PDF set [12]. In addition, NLO electroweak (EW)
corrections beyond QED FSR are calculated with Mcsanc [13, 14] at LO in pQCD as a function of mass.
In order to combine the QCD and EW terms, the so-called additive approach is used where the EW
corrections are added to the NNLO QCD cross-section prediction.
Backgrounds from t¯t and single top-quark production are estimated at NLO using Powheg-Box. These
processes use the CT10 PDF set and are interfaced to Pythia 6.428 [15] for parton showering and had-
ronisation. Further backgrounds are due to diboson (WW , WZ and ZZ) production. These processes are
generated with Sherpa 2.1.1 [16] using the CT10 PDF set.
Signal samples for the W ′ → eν and W ′ → µν processes are produced at leading order (LO) in QCD
using Pythia 8.183 and the NNPDF2.3 LO PDF set. The W ′SSM boson has the same couplings to fermions
as the Standard Model W boson and is assumed not to couple to the SM W and Z bosons. Interference
effects between the W ′ and the SM W boson are neglected. In this model the branching ratio to a charged
lepton and a neutrino is 8.2% in the entire mass range considered in this search. The decay W ′ → τν,
where the τ lepton subsequently decays leptonically is not treated as part of the signal. If included, this
decay would constitute a very small contribution. The signal samples are normalised to the same mass-
dependent NNLO pQCD calculation as used for the DY process. The EW corrections beyond QED FSR
are not applied to the signal samples because they depend on the couplings of the new particle to W and Z
bosons, and are therefore model-dependent. The resulting cross-section times branching ratio for W ′SSM
masses of 2, 3 and 4 TeV are 153, 15.3 and 2.25 fb, respectively.
For all samples used in this analysis, the effects of multiple interactions per bunch crossing (“pile-up”) are
accounted for by overlaying simulated minimum-bias events. The interaction of particles with the detector
and its response are modelled using a full ATLAS detector simulation [17] performed by Geant4 [18].
Differences between data and simulation are accounted for in the lepton trigger, reconstruction, identific-
ation [19, 20], and isolation efficiencies as well as the lepton energy/momentum resolution and scale [20,
21].
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4 Object reconstruction and event selection
Events in the muon channel are selected by a trigger requiring that at least one muon with pT > 50 GeV is
found. These muons must be reconstructed in both the MS and the ID. In the electron channel, events are
selected by a trigger requiring at least one electron candidate with pT > 24 GeV that satisfies the medium
identification criteria or a trigger requiring at least one electron with pT > 120 GeV that satisfies the loose
identification criteria. The selection cuts used to select electron candidates at trigger level are very similar
to the ones used in the oﬄine reconstruction and were optimised using a likelihood approach [19].
The selected events must have a reconstructed primary vertex, which is the interaction vertex with the
highest sum of p2T of tracks found in the event. Each vertex reconstructed in the event consists of at least
two associated tracks with pT > 0.4 GeV. Only data taken during periods when all detector components
and the trigger readout are functioning well are considered.
Muons are reconstructed from MS tracks and matching ID tracks within |η| < 2.5, requiring that the
MS tracks have at least three hits in each of the three separate layers of MS chambers to ensure optimal
resolution for high-momentum muons [20]. In addition, these combined muons are required to pass a
track quality selection based on the number of hits in the ID. To reduce sensitivity to the relative barrel–
endcap alignment in the MS, the region 1.01 < |η| < 1.10 is vetoed. Muons are rejected if the difference
between the muon charge-to-momentum ratios measured in the ID and MS exceeds seven times the sum
in quadrature of the corresponding uncertainties, or if the track crosses poorly aligned MS chambers. To
ensure that the muons originate from the primary vertex, the transverse impact parameter significance,
which is the ratio of the absolute value of the transverse impact parameter (d0) to its uncertainty, has to
be below three. The distance between the z-position of the point of closest approach of the muon track
in the ID to the beamline and the z-coordinate of the primary vertex is required to be less than 10 mm.
Furthermore, only isolated muons are considered. The scalar sum over the track pT in an isolation cone
around the muon (excluding the muon itself) divided by the muon pT is required to be below a pT-
dependent cut tuned for a 99% efficiency. The isolation cone size ∆R =
√
(∆η)2 + (∆φ)2 is defined as
10 GeV divided by the muon pT and has a maximum size of ∆R = 0.3.
Electrons are formed from clusters of cells in the electromagnetic calorimeter associated with a track in
the ID. The electron pT is obtained from the calorimeter energy measurement and the direction of the as-
sociated track. The electron must be within the range |η| < 2.47 and outside the transition region between
the barrel and endcap calorimeters (1.37 < |η| < 1.52). In addition, tight identification criteria [19] need
to be satisfied. The identification uses a likelihood discriminant based on measurements of calorimeter
shower shapes and measurements of track properties from the ID. To ensure that the electrons originate
from the primary vertex, the transverse impact parameter significance must be below five. Furthermore,
calorimeter- and track-based isolation criteria, tuned for an overall efficiency of 98%, independent of pT,
are applied. The sum of the calorimeter transverse energy deposits in the isolation cone of size ∆R = 0.2
(excluding the electron itself) divided by the electron pT is used in the discrimination criterion. The
track-based isolation is determined similarly to that for muons. The scalar sum of the pT of all tracks in
a cone around the electron, divided by the electron pT has to be below a given value. The cone has a size
∆R = 10 GeV/pT(e) with a maximum value of ∆R = 0.2.
The calculation of the missing transverse momentum is based on the selected electrons, photons, tau
leptons, muons and jets found in the event. The value of EmissT is evaluated by the vector sum of the pT
of the physics objects selected in the analysis and the tracks not belonging to any of these physics objects
[22]. Jets used in the EmissT calculation are reconstructed from clusters of calorimeter cells with |η| < 5
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using the anti-kt algorithm [23] with a radius parameter of 0.4. They are calibrated using the method
described in Ref. [24] and are required to have pT > 20 GeV.
Events are selected if they have exactly one electron or muon with pT > 55 GeV. The EmissT value found
in the event is required to exceed 55 GeV and the transverse mass has to satisfy mT > 110 GeV. For these
selection cuts the acceptance times efficiency, defined as the fraction of simulated candidate events that
pass the event selection, amounts to 81% (75%) for the electron channel and 53% (50%) for the muon
channel at a W ′ mass of 2 TeV (4 TeV).
5 Background estimate and comparison to data
The background from processes with at least one prompt final-state lepton is estimated with simulated
events. The processes with non-negligible contributions are charged-current DY (W production), t¯t and
single top-quark production, in the following referred to as “top-quark” background, as well as neutral-
current DY (Z/γ∗ production) and diboson production.
Background contributions from events where one final-state jet or photon passes the lepton selection
criteria are determined using a data-driven “matrix” method. This includes contributions from multijet,
heavy-flavour quark and γ + jet production, referred to hereafter as the multijet background. The first
step of the matrix method is to calculate the factor f , the fraction of lepton candidates that pass the
nominal lepton identification and isolation requirements in a background-enriched data sample containing
“loose” lepton candidates. These loose candidates satisfy only a subset of the nominal criteria, which are
stricter than the trigger requirements imposed. Potential contamination of prompt final-state leptons in
the background-enriched sample is accounted for using MC simulation. In addition to the factor f , the
fraction of real leptons r in the sample of loose objects satisfying the nominal requirements is used in
evaluating this background. This probability is computed from MC simulation.
The contribution to the background from events with a fake lepton is determined in the following way.
The relation between the number of real prompt leptons (NR) or fake leptons (NF) and the number of













where the subscript T refers to leptons that pass the nominal selection. The subscript L corresponds to
leptons that pass the loose requirements described above but fail the nominal requirements. The number
of jets and photons misidentified as leptons (NMultijetT ) in the total number of objects passing the signal
selection (NT ) is given as




r (NL + NT ) − NT
)
. (3)
The right-hand side of Eq. (3) is obtained by solving Eq. (2).
The simulated top-quark and diboson samples as well as the data-driven background estimate are statistic-
ally limited at large mT. Therefore, the expected number of events is extrapolated into the high-mT region
using paramterisations of the mT shape fitted to the expected background in the low-mT region. Several
fits are carried out based on the functions f (mT) = a mbT mc log mTT and f (mT) = a/(mT + b)c. These fits ex-










































































































Figure 1: Transverse mass distributions for events satisfying all selection criteria in the electron (left) and muon
(right) channels. The distributions are compared to the stacked sum of all expected backgrounds, with three selected
W′SSM signals overlaid. The bin width is constant in log mT. The middle panels show the ratio of the data to the
expected background. The lower panels show the ratio of the data to the adjusted expected background (“post-fit”)
that results from the statistical analysis. The bands in the ratio plots indicate the sum in quadrature of the systematic
uncertainties.
The fit with the best χ2 per degree of freedom is used as the extrapolated background contribution, with
an uncertainty evaluated using the envelope of all performed fits.
Finally, the expected number of background events is calculated as the sum of the data-driven and simu-
lated background estimates. The background is dominated by the charged-current DY production for all
values of mT, as can be seen in the upper panel of Figure 1. For example, the contribution from charged-
current DY is about 90% for both channels at mT > 1 TeV. In both channels, the number of observed
events agrees with the background estimate, as shown in the upper two panels of Figure 1 and in Table 1.
As can be seen in the middle panels, the data are systematically above the predicted background at low
mT but are within the ±1σ uncertainty band, which is dominated by the EmissT related systematic uncer-
tainties in this region. The lower panels of Figure 1 show the ratio of the data to the adjusted background
that results from the statistical analysis described in Section 7. The data agree well with the adjusted
background prediction.
6 Systematic uncertainties
Experimental systematic uncertainties arise from the background and luminosity estimates, the trigger
selection, the lepton reconstruction, identification and isolation criteria [19, 20], as well as effects of
the energy/momentum scale and resolution [20, 21]. The systematic uncertainties for the two channels
are summarised in Table 2. At large mT, the dominant source of uncertainty is due to the background
extrapolations in the electron and muon channels, described in Section 5, and to the momentum resolution
in the muon channel. The extrapolation uncertainties are shown in Table 2 for the data-driven multijet
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Table 1: The expected and observed numbers of events in the electron (top) and muon (bottom) channels in bins
of mT. The errors quoted are the combined statistical and systematic uncertainties. The systematic uncertainty
includes all systematic uncertainties except the one for the integrated luminosity (5%).
Electron Channel
mT [GeV] 110–150 150–200 200–400 400–600 600–1000 1000–3000 3000–7000
Total SM 122000 ± 11000 32600 ± 2100 14700 ± 600 845 ± 34 167 ± 9 19.1 ± 1.5 0.0261 ± 0.0032
SM + W′ (2 TeV) 122000 ± 11000 32600 ± 2100 14700 ± 600 864 ± 35 223 ± 9 344.8 ± 2.7 0.100 ± 0.005
SM + W′ (3 TeV) 122000 ± 11000 32600 ± 2100 14700 ± 600 847 ± 34 170 ± 9 50.7 ± 1.7 2.150 ± 0.100
SM + W′ (4 TeV) 122000 ± 11000 32600 ± 2100 14700 ± 600 846 ± 34 167 ± 9 21.4 ± 1.5 2.013 ± 0.018
SM + W′ (5 TeV) 122000 ± 11000 32600 ± 2100 14700 ± 600 846 ± 34 167 ± 9 19.5 ± 1.5 0.331 ± 0.004
Data 129497 32825 14260 846 149 15 0
Muon Channel
mT [GeV] 110–150 150–200 200–400 400–600 600–1000 1000–3000 3000–7000
Total SM 118000 ± 12000 29700 ± 2600 12100 ± 600 660 ± 40 135 ± 11 14.6 ± 1.4 0.058 ± 0.013
SM + W′ (2 TeV) 118000 ± 12000 29700 ± 2600 12100 ± 600 670 ± 40 175 ± 13 214 ± 16 2.0 ± 0.8
SM + W′ (3 TeV) 118000 ± 12000 29700 ± 2600 12100 ± 600 660 ± 40 137 ± 11 31.8 ± 2.5 3.8 ± 0.4
SM + W′ (4 TeV) 118000 ± 12000 29700 ± 2600 12100 ± 600 660 ± 40 135 ± 11 16.2 ± 1.5 1.16 ± 0.11
SM + W′ (5 TeV) 118000 ± 12000 29700 ± 2600 12100 ± 600 660 ± 40 135 ± 11 14.9 ± 1.4 0.227 ± 0.025
Data 131672 31980 12393 631 121 15 0
Table 2: Systematic uncertainties in the expected number of events as evaluated at mT = 2 (4) TeV, both for signal
events with a W′SSM mass of 2 (4) TeV and for background. Uncertainties that are not applicable are denoted “n/a”.
Source Electron channel Muon channel
Background Signal Background Signal
Trigger 1% (< 0.5%) 1% (< 0.5%) 3% (4%) 4% (4%)
Lepton reconstruction 3% (3%) 3% (3%) 5% (8%) 5% (7%)
and identification
Lepton isolation 2% (2%) 2% (2%) 5% (5%) 5% (5%)
Lepton momentum 4% (6%) 10% (7%) 3% (11%) 1% (4%)
scale and resolution
EmissT resolution and scale < 0.5% (< 0.5%) < 0.5% (< 0.5%) < 0.5% (< 0.5%) < 0.5% (< 0.5%)
Jet energy resolution < 0.5% (< 0.5%) < 0.5% (< 0.5%) 1% (2%) < 0.5% (< 0.5%)
Multijet background 2% (15%) n/a (n/a) 1% (1%) n/a (n/a)
Diboson & top-quark bkg. 6% (49%) n/a (n/a) 5% (15%) n/a (n/a)
PDF choice for DY 1% (22%) n/a (n/a) < 0.5% (1%) n/a (n/a)
PDF variation for DY 9% (19%) n/a (n/a) 8% (12%) n/a (n/a)
Electroweak corrections 5% (9%) n/a (n/a) 4% (6%) n/a (n/a)
Luminosity 5% (5%) 5% (5%) 5% (5%) 5% (5%)
Total 14% (60%) 11% (8%) 14% (25%) 9% (12%)
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background and the combined top-quark and diboson backgrounds. The multijet background uncertainty
in the electron channel includes a 25% contribution from the data-driven estimate, which is due to the
dependence of the factor f (see Section 5) on the specific selection used to derive the background-enriched
sample. No additional uncertainty is assigned in the muon case as the multijet background is small.
The electron and muon reconstruction, identification and isolation efficiencies as well as their corres-
ponding uncertainties were evaluated from data using tag-and-probe methods in Z boson decays up to
a pT of O(100 GeV). The ratio of the efficiency measured in data to that of the MC simulation is then
used to correct the MC prediction. For electrons, these ratios are measured following the prescriptions
of Ref. [25], with adjustments for the 2015 running conditions. For higher-pT electrons, an additional
systematic uncertainty of 2.5% is assigned to the identification efficiency. This is based on differences
observed between data and simulation, and their propagation to the simulated electrons. For the isolation
efficiency, an additional uncertainty of 2% is attributed to high-pT electrons from the variation of the
mean values of the ratio of the isolation efficiencies between data and simulation in various pT and η
bins. For muons, no significant dependence of the ratio of the efficiencies measured in data over the ones
measured in MC simulation as a function of pT is observed [20]. For high-pT muons an upper limit on
the uncertainty of 2–3% per TeV is extracted from simulation. For the isolation criterion an extrapolation
of the uncertainties from the low-pT muons is used and results in a 5% uncertainty.
The systematic uncertainties related to EmissT originate from both the calculation of the contribution of
tracks not associated with any physics object in the EmissT calculation [22] and the jet energy scale and
resolution uncertainties [24]. The uncertainties due to the jet energy and EmissT resolutions are small at
large mT, but have non-negligible contributions at small mT, while the jet energy scale uncertainties are
found to be negligible.
The uncertainty in the integrated luminosity is 5%, affecting all simulated samples. It is derived following
a methodology similar to that detailed in Ref. [26], from a preliminary calibration of the luminosity scale,
using a pair of x–y beam-separation scans performed in August 2015.
Uncertainties on the theoretical aspects of the calculations for the background processes are considered,
while for the W ′ boson signal only the experimental uncertainties described above are evaluated. They
are related to the production cross-sections of the various backgrounds estimated from MC simulation.
The dominant uncertainty arises from the PDF for the charged-current DY background, where the impact
is larger in the electron channel than in the muon channel. This is due to the better energy resolution in
the electron channel, which leads to smaller migration of events from low mT, where the PDF is better
constrained, to high mT. The PDF uncertainty is obtained from the 90% CL CT14NNLO PDF error set,
using VRAP in order to calculate the NNLO Drell–Yan cross-section as a function of mass. Instead of
calculating only one overall PDF uncertainty based on the full set of 56 eigenvectors, this analysis uses a
reduced set of seven eigenvectors with a mass dependence similar to the one provided by the authors of the
CT14 PDF using MP4LHC [27, 28]. Their sum in quadrature is shown as “PDF variation” in Table 2. An
additional uncertainty is assigned to account for potential differences when using the MMHT2014 [29]
or NNPDF3.0 [30] PDF sets. Of these, only the central values for NNPDF3.0 fall outside the “PDF
variation” uncertainty at large mT. Thus, an envelope of the “PDF variation” and the NNPDF3.0 central
value is formed, where the former is subtracted in quadrature from this envelope, and the remaining part,
which is only non-zero when the NNPDF3.0 central value is outside the “PDF variation” uncertainty, is
quoted as “PDF choice”.
Uncertainties in the higher order electroweak corrections are determined as the difference between the
additive approach and a factorised approach, which approximately span the range allowed for mixed EW
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and QCD contributions. Uncertainties due to higher-order QCD corrections on the charged-current DY
are estimated using VRAP by varying the renormalisation and factorisation scales simultaneously up and
down by a factor of two and are found to be negligible. Similarly, the uncertainty due to the imperfect
knowledge of αS, obtained by varying αS by as much as 0.003 at large masses, can be neglected.
The t¯t MC sample is normalised to a cross-section of σt¯t = 832+20−29 (scale) ±35 (PDF + αS) pb as calcu-
lated with the Top++2.0 program and is accurate to NNLO in pQCD, including soft-gluon resummation
to next-to-next-to-leading-log order (see Ref. [31] and references therein), and assuming a top-quark
mass of 172.5 GeV. The first uncertainty comes from the independent variation of the factorisation and
renormalisation scales, µF and µR, while the second one is associated with variations in the PDF and αS,
following the PDF4LHC prescription (see Ref. [32] and references therein) with the MSTW2008 68% CL
NNLO [33], CT10 NNLO [34] and NNPDF2.3 NNLO [35] PDF sets. Normalisation uncertainties in the
top-quark background are found to add a negligible contribution to the total background uncertainty. The
modelling of the top-quark background is verified in a data control region defined by requiring the pres-
ence of an additional muon (electron) in events passing the electron (muon) selection. The uncertainty in
the diboson background is found to contribute negligibly to the total background uncertainty.
7 Results
To test for excesses in data, a log-likelihood ratio test is carried out using RooStats [36] to calculate the
probability that the background fluctuates such as to give a signal-like excess equal to or larger than what
is observed. The likelihood functions are defined as the product of Poisson probabilities over all mT bins
in the search region (110 GeV< mT < 7000 GeV) and Gaussian constraints for the nuisance parameters.
They are maximised for two cases: the presence of a signal above background, and background only.
The signal is modelled using W ′SSM templates binned in mT for a series of W
′
SSM masses covering the full
considered mass range. As examples, three of these templates are shown in Figure 1 for both channels.
As no excess more significant than 2σ is observed in the log-likelihood ratio test, upper limits on the
cross-section for the production of a new boson times its branching ratio to only one lepton generation
(σ × B) are determined at 95% CL as a function of the mass of the boson, mW′ . The observed upper
limits are derived by comparing data to the expected background, using templates for the shape of the
simulated mT distributions for different signal masses. Similarly, the expected limit is determined using
pseudo-experiments obtained from the estimated background distributions, instead of the actual data. The
pseudo-experiments result in a distribution of limits, the median of which is taken as the expected limit,
and ±1σ and ±2σ bands are defined as the ranges containing respectively 68% and 95% of the limits
obtained with the pseudo-experiments. The limit setting is based on a Bayesian approach detailed in
Ref. [37], using the Bayesian Analysis Toolkit [38], with a uniform positive prior probability distribution
for σ × B.
Figure 2 presents the expected and observed limits separately for the electron and muon channels. Figure 3
shows their combination, taking into account that the theoretical uncertainties as well as the systematic
uncertainties in the EmissT , jet energy resolution and luminosity are correlated between the channels.
The expected upper limit on σ × B is stronger in the electron channel due to the larger acceptance times
efficiency and the better momentum resolution (see Section 4). The difference in resolution can be seen in
Figure 1 when comparing the shapes of the three reconstructed W ′SSM signals. For both channels and their
combination, the observed limit does not deviate above the 2σ band of expected limits for all mW′ .
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Figure 2: Median expected (dashed black line) and observed (solid black line) 95% CL upper limits on cross-section
times branching ratio (σ × B) in the electron (left) and muon (right) channels. The bands for 68% (green) and 95%
(yellow) confidence intervals are also shown. The predicted σ× B for W′SSM production is shown as a red solid line.
Uncertainties in σ×B from the PDF, αS and scale are shown as a red-dashed line. The vertical dashed line indicates
the mass limit of the 8 TeV data analysis [2].
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Figure 3: Median expected (dashed black line) and observed (solid black line) 95% CL upper limits on cross-section
times branching ratio (σ × B) in the combined channel, along with predicted σ × B for W′SSM production (red line).
Uncertainties in σ × B from the PDF, αS and scale are shown as a red-dashed line. The bands for 68% (green) and
95% (yellow) confidence intervals are also shown. The vertical dashed line indicates the mass limit of the 8 TeV
data analysis [2].
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For specific models with a known σ × B as a function of mass, the upper limit on σ × B can be used to
set a lower mass limit on the new resonance, e.g. for the benchmark W ′SSM model. Figures 2 and 3 show
the predicted σ × B for the W ′SSM as a function of its mass. Uncertainties on σ × B from the PDF, αS
and scale are shown as a red-dashed line. The resulting expected and observed lower limits on the W ′SSM
mass are given in Table 3. The observed limit in the muon and in the combined channel is weaker than
the expected one due to a few events in the muon channel above approximately 1.5 TeV in mT, as can be
seen in the right panel of Figure 1. To compare to previous ATLAS searches, the cross-section limits for
mW′ lower limit [TeV]
Decay Expected Observed
W ′ → eν 3.99 3.96
W ′ → µν 3.72 3.56
W ′ → ℓν 4.18 4.07
Table 3: Expected and observed 95% CL lower limit on the W′SSM mass in the electron and muon channels and their
combination.
W ′ bosons normalised to the SSM predictions as a function of mass are displayed in Figure 4. The limit
based on the 13 TeV data is similar to the 8 TeV data limit in the mass range between 0.5 and 2.3 TeV. At
lower and higher mass values, the new limit improves compared to the previous results.
 [TeV]W’m
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-1
 = 8 TeV, 20.3 fbsATLAS 
-1
 = 7 TeV, 4.7 fbsATLAS 
-1
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 lv→W’ 
Figure 4: Normalised cross-section limits (σlimit/σSSM) for W′ bosons as a function of mass for this analysis and
from previous ATLAS searches [2, 39, 40]. The cross-section calculations assume the W′ has the same couplings
as the SM W boson. The region above each curve is excluded at 95% CL.
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8 Conclusion
The ATLAS detector at the LHC has been used to search for new high-mass states decaying to a lepton
plus missing transverse momentum in pp collisions at
√
s = 13 TeV using 3.2 fb−1 of integrated lumin-
osity. Events with high-pT electrons and muons and with high EmissT are selected and the transverse mass
spectrum is examined. The data and the SM predictions are in agreement. Using a Bayesian interpreta-
tion, mass limits are set for a possible Sequential Standard Model W ′ boson. Masses below 4.07 TeV are
excluded at 95% CL for this model. These results represent a significant increase of the mass limit by
more than 800 GeV compared to the previous ATLAS results based on the Run-1 data.
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